The MIT nuclear reactor, however, cannot be converted to use LEU fuel. The reduced enrichment would not be enough fissionable material on hand, he explained. Clark would have to wait until later in the evening on Tuesday to find signs of a victory. If California or Illinois goes Democratic, Mondale may be well on his way to an upset. If Alabama votes for Reagan, Mondale could sweep the vital Deep South.

Texas will be key state
(Continued from page 1)

Signs of a Republican landslide would motivate themselves. If liberal eastern states like Massachusetts, Maryland or New York vote for Reagan, Mondale has no hope. Georgia, with Bert Lance's Democratic machine will en-

SCEP meets on EECS
(Continued from page 1)

they are more interested in the sub-
ject, or will it allow them to use the computers without going Course VI? The committee also wondered if Project Athena added to the number of EECS students. It could be that Athena only in- creases the instructor's "computer image."

They concluded, however, that Athens will probably help to re- lease some of the problems, and it would be more worthwhile to re- vision for an academic minor in Course VI because it would not add to the number of EECS stu-
dents.